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We consider two marked point processes @ and Ton the real half-line such that ‘J’ is an (.T :‘I-predictable 
thinning and marking of @. Using the method of the probability of reference we derive linear and non-linear 
filtering equations for the conditional distribution E[g, 1.9 ;“I, where (g,) is a certain (.Y ,@I-adapted process. In 
particular, we will apply our results to the filtering of a partially observed semi-Markov process. In that case, the 
conditional distribution of the last jumptime before t>O and the corresponding jumpvalue can be expressed 
explicitly in terms of a solution of a Markov renewal equation. 
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1. Introduction 
Let @ be a marked point process on (0, x) and F, = .F ,? the o-field generated by the 
restriction @( of @ up to time t > 0. Assume that we may observe another marked point 
process F that is derived from @ by a certain (.F,}-predictable thinning and marking. We 
will impose some further conditions on the pair ( @, q), which will be specified later. Using 
the so-called method of the probability of reference we derive, in this paper, linear and non- 
linear filtering equations for the conditional distribution P( Qr E . 1 P,) . If @ is an (inhom- 
ogeneous) semi-Markov process then we succeed in solving the linear filtering equations 
in terms of a solution of a Markov renewal equation. 
A first systematic investigation of the above problem has been made by Rudemo ( 1973) 
in the case of a partially observed Markov chain. Two other early sources for the filtering 
of doubly stochastic Poisson processes are Snyder ( 1972) and Rudemo ( 1972). Later, 
Snyder’s non-linear filtering equation was generalized by means of martingale calculus (cf. 
e.g., Boel, Varaiya and Wong, 1975; Liptser and Shiryayev, 1978; Bremaud, 198 1) . In our 
case these results can be formulated in a more explicit form which is due to the special 
structure of { 9,) and F. Independently of this paper Arjas, Haara and Norros ( 1992) also 
derived the non-linear filtering equations for partially observed marked point processes 
using the so-called innovations approach of martingale theory. They deal with discrete mark 
spaces under slightly more general assumptions. It is, however, the advantage of our 
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approach that we also obtain filtering equations which are, in a certain sense, linear and 
therefore more convenient from a numerical point of view. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce our model and formulate 
the main results. Another important assumption is the existence of a certain (F,}-intensity 
of @. The proof of the results is given in Section 3 and, of course, based on the theory of 
stochastic intensities (cf. Jacod, 1975; BrCmaud, 1981). We proceed similarly to Last 
( 199 1) We further indicate how the non-linear filtering equations may be derived by the 
innovations method. In Section 4 we apply our model to the case of discrete mark spaces. 
Then our results apply to a large class of derived point processes V. In Section 5 we discuss 
the particular case of a partially observed (inhomogeneous) semi-Markov process. We ask 
for the conditional distribution of the last jump time and its mark given W,. It can be 
calculated explicitly in terms of a solution of a Markov renewal equation. 
We start by providing a few basic definitions. Let (X, 2) be a Bore1 space, x, a point 
external to X and X, =X U { xm) A marked point process (on (0, ~0) with the mark space 
X) is a sequence W= ((T,,, X,,) )na, of random elements T, of (0, JJ] and random elements 
X,, of X, with the properties 
Tn <T,*+,, x, EX if T,, < 0~1 , 
T,,=T,,+,, X,1=X,l+,=~, ifT,=rJ. 
Let N, be the set of all possible outcomes of Vf endowed with the u-field Mx generated by 
the coordinate mappings. Then 9 may also be defined as a random element of ( Nx, dVx). 
As usual, we identify each ti= ( (t,, , x,,)) E Nx with a counting measure on W + XX 
(W’=[O,x)) givenby 
where 4 f,Xj is the Dirac measure located at (t, x) E W + XX. Then we have +( (0) XX) = 
0 and $( [ rZ $, “) XX) = 0, where n&= lim t,,. Let t E [0, m] and define $, = 
((C, x:,)) ENx by 
cc> 4,) = 
( t,, 9 A, 1 if t,, <t, 
(cc, xx) otherwise 
As a measure, 4r is the restriction of the measure (CI to the set [ 0, t] XX. Analogously we 
define +!+ as the restriction of $ to the set [ 0, t) XX. Note that I& = I&- = $ and that 
I,& = I/+ = ( (~0, xx), (~0, x,) ,. ) corresponds to the zero measure, which we will denote 
simply by 0 if there is no risk of ambiguity. 
Let ( 0, ,F, P) be our basic probability space and put .F ,” = u( Pf) CF. Then (9 ,“} 
is the internal filtration of T, i.e., we have 
.Frp=u(?P((u, b] XI?: a<b<t, BEZ) 
2. Statement and discussion of the main results 
Consider a marked point process @= ( ( T,, , X,, , Y,,) ) with the mark space XX Y, where 
(X, ?‘) and (Y, W) are two Bore1 spaces. Assume that we are given another (‘observed’) 
marked point process W with the mark space X given by 
q= C n {T,, < ~3 Y,, l A 16 T,,,x,,) 3 (2.1) 
,I> I 
where A E y is a given fixed set. Then q is a marked point process with the mark space X 
that is {.F ,@I-adapted, i.e., W, is .B ,“- measurable for all t > 0. Further we consider two 
random elements Z and Z’ of some measurable spaces (S, G3’) and (S’, cy’), respectively, 
where (S, ,y) is assumed to be a Bore1 space. Let .yr = a( Z, Z’, Qf), t> 0, and 5, = 
a(Z’, V,). In the terminology of Bremaud ( 1981) ,Fr is the global history and 3’r is the 
observed history. The problem is to determine the conditional probability P(D) F,) for all 
events DE 9,. We should note at this point that (2.1) is more general than it might seem 
at first glance. We refer here to Section 4. 
To attack the problem we take a measurable function g on S X N,, r X W + such that 
g(z, cp, .) has, for all (z, cp) ESXN~~~, a first and a second derivative ag( z, cp, . ) and 
a *g(z, cp, . ) , respectively. We assume that a ‘( z, 9, . ) is locally bounded. Put 
g, =g(Z, @,, I) , t>O. (2.2) 
If T> 0 is such that Q(T) < ~0, then the process g, is cadlag on [ 0, T] (i.e.. right-continuous 
with left-hand limits) and we have 
g,_ =g(Z, Qr_, t) if Q(t) -Cm. ~-7.3) 
We want to study the process E[ g, ( F?,] and introduce next some notations and assumptions. 
Let v be the (.F,J-compensator of @ (see Jacod, 1975) and assume 
v(d(r, x, y)) = A(& x, y)K(d(t, x, y) 1 P-a.s. , (2.4) 
where K is a measure on W + XXX Y with 
K( (0) XXXY) =0 
and 
K( (0, t] XL?) <co, tEW+, BEZ’@jY bounded, (2.5) 
and A is a measurable non-negative function on 0 X W + XXX Y such that (A( t, x, y) : t 2 
0) is an (F,}-predictable process for all (x, y) EXX Y. Due to (2.5) there exists, for all 
C E y, a measure m, on W + XX with 
mc( (0, t] Xl?) <m, tEW+, BET bounded, (2.6) 
and a kernel H, from ll? + XX into Y such that 
Jl (YE ClK(d(& x, Y)) =H,(t, x, dy)m,(d(t> x)) (2.7) 
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Let p be the ( Y”I,]-compensator of YP. Then it is easy to derive from (2.1) that 
p(d(t, x)) =Z(t, x)m,(d(t, x)) P-as., 
where 
(2.8) 
I( 1, x) = 
f 
A(& x, y)H/,(t, x, dy) . (2.9) 
We use the kernels H,, C E y, in order to define measurable functions g C on RX W + XX 
given by 
g’(L xl = I (g(Z, ar,- + 2&.\,), t) (2.10) 
-g(Z, @r-, ~))A(L x, y)Hc(t, x, dy) , 
where we set this integral zero if it does not exist. Note that (g c( I, x) : t > 0) is an (F”,) - 
predictable process for all x E X. Now we fix a real number T> 0 and consider the following 
assumptions: 
(AlI E II (sf Tl Ig(Z, @,- + 4.,,r..\>j, .Y)I A(.c x, y)K(d(s, x, Y) 1 <Oc .
(i-1 E n{s<Tl lg.,- IM s, x, y)K(d(.c x, Y) I cm. 
(A3) E il(s<T)A(s, x, y)K(d(s, x, Y)) <x. 
(A4) E lag(Z, @,y-,s)I ds<m. 
0 
(A51 Elg,, I =Elg(Z, 0, 0) I <cc. 
(A6) For B := Y\A the measure mB may be chosen such that m8( . XX) is continuous 
(i.e., without atoms). 
We introduce a (signed) random measure M on &? + XX by 
M(d(r, x)) = q(d(t, x)) 
E[Z(f, x) I Yr- 1 - 
E[~-P(~~)XX)I~‘,-I 
n{ ?P(lt) XX) =O]m,(d(t, x)) , 
(2.11) 
where we have used the convention a/O = 0 for all a E W and where 57_ = a( Z’, W,- ) = 
v 1CfF7S. 
Remark 2.1. (i) In the next section we will see that we can always choose a version of 
E[ I( t, x) ( 3’_ ] that is measurable in all its arguments. Similar remarks apply to all processes 
that are of relevance in this paper. 
(ii) The (g?,]-compensatorof pis given by E[Z(t, x) ]9’+]m,(d(t, x)). 
(iii) If 9 is a univariate point process (i.e. if card X= 1 ) and if m, is a continuous 
measure, then (2.11) is the differential of the so-called innovations martingale. 
We are now able to state a formula for the Lebesgue-Stieltjes differential of the process 
(E[g,I.~‘,l I. 
Theorem 2.2. Consider the function g as introduced abore and assume the conditions 
(Al )-( A6). Then it holds for all t < T P-almost surely 
+ 
I 
Jl{s<t) 
E[gA(s, x) I?-1 qy(d(x x)> 
E[l(s, x) I.‘;‘,-] ’ 
+ 
I 
~{s~t)E[gE(.~,x)~~~~_]m,(d(s,x)) 
+ Ii Is< t)&s, x)M(d(s, x1 1 , (2.12) 
where 
5(s, x1 = 
E[g,_Z(s,x) IF,-] -E[g,_ IF~]E[l(&X)I.Y,_] 
E[l(s, x1 I.Y.,-1 
(2.13) 
For the proof of Theorem 2.2 we use an auxiliary notion. Let 5 and Y’ be two a-fields 
containedin.9.Akemel(w, C)eP*(C157’)(w), ( w, C) E 0 X .5’, is referred to as being 
an unnormalized regular version of the conditional probability on .‘9 with respect to Z’ if: 
(i) P*(CJY’) is Y’-measurablefor all CES. 
(ii) O<P*(RJg’) <x: P-as. 
(iii) P(CI.Y’)=P*(CI.Y’)/P*(fl/,V’) P-a.s., CE 57. 
GivenP*(.IY’)(.)asabovewesetforany ,V-measurable random variable & 
E*[,$lZ’] = &w)P*(dw(S”) 
I 
to obtain 
Theorem 2.2 turns out to be a consequence of the following result 
Theorem 2.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 there exists, for all t > 0, an unnor- 
malized version qf the conditional probability on 9, (or .F,_ ) with respect to LF, (or F- ) , 
such that 
E*[~~(F,] =~*[g,, (,YJ + j E*[ag(Z, @‘,-, s) IF,-1 ds 
+ n{s~t}E*[g,_(f(s,x)-l)l:f?,_]~(d(s,~)) 
+ 1 n~s~r,E*[g,~f(s,x))~,~_]n{lE((s)xX)=O) 
Furthermore 
Xm,(d(s, x)) P-as, t<T. (2.14) 
lim E*[g,, IW,] =E*[g,_ l.Y,_], t<T, P-U.S. (2.15) 
.\TTf 
Remark 2.4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 it holds in addition 
E*[g,]?Y?,] =E*[g,_ ]rC,_] for all t<T 
with W( (t} Xx) =O, P-a.s. , 
P*(AnBIY,) = IlAP*(B)5,), t<T, AE.Y,, BEG,, P-a.s. 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
A generalization of the Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 can be obtained by assuming that Z= {Z(t) : 
t > 0) is a jump process admitting certain local characteristics. Then we may consider a 
process {g,) of the form g, = g( [Z(s) : s < t), @[, t) . For doubly stochastic point processes 
( @= W) we refer here to Corollary 4.7 of Last ( 199 1) (We have not succeeded in deriving 
Theorem 2.3 for more general processes Z as we did in the latter paper.) Let us further note 
that the deterministic measure K on the right-hand side of (2.4) can be replaced by any 
{ ,Y,)-predictable random measure that is absolutely continuous with respect to a determin- 
istic measure. The proofs apply without any difficulties. 
We will prove the above results in the next section with the so-called method of the 
probability of reference. For point process observations we may refer here to Boel, Varaiya 
and Wong ( 1975), Bremaud ( 198 1) and Last ( 1991) . Although the latter papers cannot 
be applied to the model ( 2.1) (or to the more general model (4.1) of Section 4), the basic 
idea is the same: we construct a probability measure on .Y with respect to which certain 
restrictions of the underlying point process @ are independent. In order to stress the con- 
nections to martingale theory we point out here that the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 will 
imply 
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g,=go+ dg(Z, cl’,-, s) ds 
0 
+ II (s<t)g”(s, x)m,(d(s, .K)) +M,, r<T. (2.18) 
where {A?,: t < T} is an ( y-,}-martingale. This is an (~-,)-semi-martingale representation 
for (g,) (see Remark 3.6). Based on (2.181, one can prove Theorem 2.2 with the so-called 
innovations method of martingale theory. In fact, equation (2.12) is only an explicit version 
of well-established results. We omit here the details, but refer to Theorem 5.1 of Boel, 
Varaiya and Wong ( 1975)) Theorem 19.5 of Liptser and Shiryayev ( 1978), Chapter 3 of 
Bremaud ( 1981) and, finally, to Arjas, Haara and Norros ( 1992) for a more detailed 
discussion. However, in a general martingale situation it seems not to be possible to prove 
an analogue of Theorem 2.3. In Section 5 we will see that, under certain assumptions, the 
latter theorem leads to differential equations which are linear in a certain sense. This is in 
contrast to the non-linear filtering equations of Theorem 2.2. 
3. Proofs of Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 
We divide the proof into several steps. 
Step I. In order to simplify our notations we will assume, with the exception of the last 
step, that the random elements Z and Z’ are constant such that we can disregard the spaces 
S and S’. Further we suppose that the function g does not depend on its last argument, i.e., 
g is a measurable function on N,, r obeying the assumptions (Al )-( A3). 
Step 2. In the second step we recall some well-known facts on the distribution of @. We 
may write 
A(t,x,v)=f(@,t,x,J,) (3.1) 
for some measurable functionfon N,, ,, X W + XXX Y which is predictable in a canonical 
sense, i.e.,f( cp, t, x, y) =f( cp,_ , t, x, y) (see Dellacherie and Meyer, 1978). Let 
(~((~,d(t,x,4’))=f((~,t,~,y)K(d(t,x,~)). (3.2) 
Then we have (see (2.4) ) 
v(d(t, x, y)) =a(@, d(t, x, J)) P-a.s. (3.3) 
ForanymeasuremonW+XXXYwewritem(t)=m((O, t]XXXY), t>O. Wemayand 
willchoosefsuch that cu((p, (O)XXXY)=O,cu(cp, (tJXXXY),(l andcw(cp, [f,w)X 
XXY)=Oifcp(t)=mora(cp,t)=x.Let 
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X n (l-dcp, (s)XXXY))exp[-a’(cp,r)l 
s: ,<f 
~((r,xXxY)=o 
where an empty product has to be taken equal to 1 and 
a’(~> d(t, x, Y)) =f(cp, 1, x, y)K’(d(f, x, ~1) , 
K’(d(t, x, y)) = n(K([t} XXXY) =O)K(d(t, x, y)) . 
Let I& be the measure on N,, y given by 
and put for each t > 0, 
&(d~)=n(cp=cp,lk4dq) 3 
n:(G) = 1 {cp= cur- ]G(dv) 
It holds (see Jacod, 1975, or Last, 1991, for a more detailed discussion) 
P(@rEEd(p, Q(t) cm) =L’(cp, I)%(+) , 
P(Qt- Edq, Q(t) <a)=L’(cp, t-)nz(dq) 
Step 3. In the next step it is convenient to assume that K satisfies 
K((O,t]xXxY)<x, t>O, 
K({t)xXxY)<l, t>O, 
E 
I 
lg,_ IK(dsXXXY) <x. 
0 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
We will show that we can make these assumptions without any loss of generality. First we 
note that in the case of G(t) < 00, 
sr=g(O)+ c [s(@s)-g(@v-)l 
.c: a#4%- 
=g(O) + nba[S@L +s,.~,,.,)-g.,~l~(d(s,x,Y)). 
Therefore, we have in virtue of (A I ), (A2) and (A3), 
E/g,1 <x, Elg,- 1 <x, t<T. 
Taking into account also the assumption (2.5) it is not difficult to construct a new measure 
K * on w + XXX Y that satisfies: 
(i) (3.8) and (3.9) hold with K replaced by K*. 
(ii) K and K* are equivalent. 
(iii) E/l Jg,,_ lK*(dsXXXY) <m. 
The transformation of K into K * induces a corresponding transformation of the random 
intensity A into A* such that (2.4) holds with A and K replaced by A” and K *, respectively. 
In a similar way we then have to transform the measures rnA and mB, the kernels HA and HB 
and the random intensity I. We leave it to the reader to check that the assumptions (A l)- 
(A6) as well as the assertions of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 remain invariant under this trans- 
formation. Therefore, we may assume K = K*. Due to (3.8) we can assume now that 
m,=K(. XC), Cey. 
In view of (2.7) we may then choose H, as a stochastic kernel. 
(3.11) 
Step 4. In this step we turn to the joint distribution of @f and !Jfr. For each cp E N,, r and 
C~~wewritecp~=cp(.nW~XXXC)andcp~=cp(.XY).Thencp~~N~~~,(~~~N~ 
and it holds (see (2.1) ) 
q=(@A)X. (3.12) 
For any C E y we denote by Kc the restriction of K to the set W + XXX C (so we have 
Kc( d( t, x) X Y) = mc( d( t, x) ), and by P, the distribution of a marked point process with 
the deterministic compensator K,. Assumption (A6) implies that P, is the distribution of 
a marked Poisson process with the intensity measure K,. It is further well-known that the 
distribution 
P;’ n{(~, E. JP,(drp), t>O, (3.13) 
satisfies 
Pi(&) =exp[ -Mt)lWdv) , 
where n> = I&, C E y. Moreover, it is known that 
E,(dp) = U,(cP, t)U!+,(dq) , 
where Pfi is defined similarly to Pz , (p = cp( XXX Y) and 
U,(x,t)= n (l-K,({slXXxY))exp[-K~(t)l 
5. s < f
x(i.st)=o 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
with x being a counting measure on W + and Ki = ( KA) ‘. Let us define Pf; , Pk-, II;-, 
I&- by replacing in the corresponding definition, t by t - Then the relations (3.14) and 
(3.15)alsoholdtruefort=t-.Weremarkthatwehave,dueto(3.8)and(3.9), 
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O<CJ,,(Cp, t)<l, ~~Nxxr. (3.16) 
We introduce a stochastic kernel Thy claiming that 
I! 1 (Q”, cp) E . IQ ICI”, d~)P,(drCr) = 
s 
1 ((cpx> cp> E lP,(dq) . (3.17) 
Remark 3.1. Let P’ be a probability measure on .F such that P’( GA E . ) = PA. Then 
P’(@‘E.IP)=r(?P, .) P’-a.s. (3.18) 
Now we can express the joint distribution of @, and Ft as follows: 
Lemma 3.2. For all t G= 0 we have 
P((@,, q,, E ., Q(f) <=) 
= 
111 
n((c~r+x,> d~~)E.lUcp+x, r)Utix, dvV’,(dx)~L(W 3 
(3.19) 
where 
Ucp, t) =L’(cp, t)exp[Mt) I , (3.20) 
and for cp, x E Nx x y, we set q+,y=O if cp+xis not an element ofN,,,. We also have 
P((@t-, *r,-, E ., Q(f) <x) 
= n{(cp,- +xxr-3 (CrX)E.McpfX, f-) 
XU4”, d~o)f’,(dx)~~-(W). (3.21) 
Proof. Let IIA = I7KA and IfB = I&. Since for a measurable Cc W + X XX Y, 
17,(((p: cp(C)>O])=O ifK,(C)=O, (3.22) 
and since KB( XXX Y) is a continuous measure, (3.5) implies by a simple calculation 
that 
(3.23) 
Nowweconcludefrom (3.6), (3.12), (3.13), (3.14), (3.15), (3.16), (3.17), (3.20) and 
(3.23) 
= n{(~,+x,> 9x) E .lUcp+x> r)U9X, dp)Ps(dx)K(W) 
The equation (3.2 I ) can be proved similarly. 0 
Step 5. In this step we derive some simple properties of the kernel r introduced via 
(3.17). Weput 
P,? = 
I‘ 
11 tbx E lP,(d$) 
to obtain a measure on Nx. 
Lemma 3.3. We huce for Pf -a.e. $‘E Nx, 
nQ4 (cp: (PXE.l)=n(@~l / (3.24) 
(3.25) 
J 
I n 
s n = 
(3.26) Icp,- E.lUtk dp)= s n fcp,- E IU $r-? dv) > 
((cp,~,t,.~,1’)~.J’~(d(t,x,~))r(rCr,d~) 
1 nt(cp,-> t,x,y)E .lH,,(r,x, dy)U$, dv)G(d(t,x)) . (3.27) 
Proof. The property (3.24) follows directly from the definition of r Let us choose the 
probability measure P’ as in Remark 3.1. We write QA = ( (T:, , X:,, Y:,) ) such that W= 
( (Ti,, X;,) ). Then, with respect to P’, the marks Y:, are conditionally independent given 9 
and (see (3.11) and (2.7)) 
P’(Y:,E.(W)=H,(T:,,X:,, .) P’-a.s. on (T:,<m). 
The equation (3.25) means 
P’( @:’ E 1 P) = P’( @:’ E 1 !Pr) P’-as. , 
and should be clear. We leave its proof as well as that of (3.26) and (3.27) to the reader. 0 
From now on we will take a version of rwhich satisfies (3.24)-( 3.27) identically. 
Step 6. This step is devoted to the formulation of Bayes’ formula. First we note that (A3) 
is equivalent to 
E@(T) <x , (3.28) 
which implies 
P(@(T)<X)=l. (3.29) 
Taking into account (3.29), (3.25) and (3.26) we obtain from Lemma 3.2 and Bayes’ 
formula (see Last, 199 1, for a general version of that formula) : 
Lemma 3.4. For all t < T it holds P-almost surely 
P(QE_,v)= Ijn(cp,fXtE.)L(cp+X,t)r(~,d~)P,(dx) 
f f 
JsU(P+x, f)UW; dq)P,(dx) ’ 
(3.30) 
P(@,_ E. 1 T,_, 
= !jw&+XXr- E.lL(cp+X,t-)r(~d~)P,(dx) 
jjL((p+x,j-,r(~,d~)P,(dx) 
(3.31) 
The denominators qf (3.30) and (3.3 1) are P-&most surely positive andfinite. 0 
Step 7. In what follows we perform the main step, namely the differentiation of the 
numerator of (3.30) with respect to t. We feel free to use notations and rules of Lebesgue- 
Stieltjes calculus (cf. e.g., Bremaud, 198 1). It follows from definition (3.4)) the product 
and the exponential formula that 
L’( $3, t) = 1 + 
J 
n{srt)~‘(cp,s-)[f(cp,s,x,y)-llcp(d(s,x,~)) 
- 
f 
n{s~t}L’(cp,s-_)f(cp,s,x,y)K,,(cp,d(s,x,~)) > (3.32) 
where K,(cp,d(s,x,y))=n{cp((sl)=K(d( s, x, v)). (If not stated otherwise then we 
always take t < T and cp E N, x y with cp( T) <x.) Taking into account 
d, exp[K,(t)] =exp[K,(t)]K,(dtXXXY) 
=exp[K,(t-)]K,(dtXXXY) 
we find with the aid of the product rule and (3.32) that 
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L((p,t)=l+ ~(cp, s-)K,(dsXXXY) 
I, 
+ n(s~t}l(cp,s-)lf(cp,s,x,~)-llcp(d(s,x,~)) 
- I n{.~,<tJL(cp,s-)f(cp,.~,x,v)K,,(cp,d(s,s,~)). (3.33) 
Now we consider the measurable function R on Nxxr. If q(T) <x, then on (0, TI the 
function r++g( q,) is cadlag (i.e., right-continuous with left-hand limits) and of bounded 
total variation. Furthermore, we have 
7 
= I n(.~E’l(g(cp,)-g(cp,-))cp(dsXXXY) 
0 
= I n{sE.)ll{s 
GU(g(cp,- t-s,,.,,.,,)-s(cp,-))cp(d(s,.u,v)). (3.34) 
The product rule and the formulae (3.33) and (3.34) lead us to 
x cp(d(s, x, y) 1 
+ dcp,-IUP, s- )K,(dsxXXY) 
(1 
+ I n(s~r)g(cp,-)L(cp,s-)Cf(cp,s,x,y)-l)cp(d(s,x,y)) 
- J n(~~jtJg(cp,-)L(cp,s-)f(cp,s,x,y)K,,((~,d(~,x,y)) 
:=g(O) fa,(cp, t) fa,(cp, f) +a,cip, t) --a‘L(cp, t) 
We will show that the assumptions (Al )-( A3) entail 
I 
hi(p+x, T)T( T, dq)PB(dX) <m P-a.s., 
(3.35) 
(3.36) 
for i= l,..., 4, where 
x cp(d(s, x, Y) 1 
and bi( q, T), i = 2, 3,4, are defined analogously such that 
Ia,(cp, t)) <b,(cp, T), t<T, i= I ,..., 4. (3.37) 
Using the properties of PA and P, and taking into account (3.17), (3.15) and (3.16) we 
obtain 
zzz IS b,(cp+x, T)P,(dq)f,(dx) 
n(~~~~lucp+x, s- )f(cpfX, s, x, y) 
x Id% +x.5- ‘tutu.,)) -S(% +x.,-1 I
x cp(d(s> x, Y) )f,(dp)f’,Adx) 
x Ig(cp.,- +x5- +&\.r.\)) -g(cp,- +x.v-) I 
Xx(d(s, x, Y>)f’,(dv)f,(dx) 
zz n{sGTlucp+x, s-),f(cp+x, S,X,Y) 
x IR(% +xxr- +~~,,I,\~)) -g(cp,- +x,-1 I 
xK,(d(s, x> Y) )f,(dq)f,(dx) 
+ JII nr.~~TlL(cp+X.s-).f(cp+X,s,x,Y) 
x lg((P,- +x5- +Lx,\‘~) -dcp,- +x,-1 I 
x&(d(s> x> y))f’,(d~)f’,(dx) 
n{sGTJL(p+X, s-)f(cp-tx, s, -6 y) 
x Ig(cp,- +x,- +&,_Y.Jl) -#dcp,- +x.T-) IUA(cp, s-1 
x II;- (dq)f,<(dx)K(d(s, x, Y)) 
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where the latter equation is due to (3.21). In view of (Al) and (A2) the latter term is 
finite. Therefore we have 
On the other hand, it follows from (3.19), (3.29), (3.15) and (3.16) that 
P(W,E.) -K Jl( rcIx E IP:(d$, 
Hence, (3.37) holds for i= 1. In a similar way it can be verified that the case of i=2 is 
implied by (3.10), the case of i=3 by (A2) and (3.10) and, finally, the case of i=4 by 
(A2). 
Let Q and Q ~ be the kernels from Nx X W + to N,, Y given by 
Q(lls t, .)= I nfcp,+xrE.lUcp+x, t)T(& dq)Ps(dx) > (3.38) 
Q-C+> t, .)= 11% fxt- E .JL(cp+x, t-)T($, dp)P,(dX) . (3.39) 
We write Q(f, .)=Q(% t, .) and Q-(t, .)=Q-(?@, t, .). For any CE~, (t, X)E 
W+XXand cp~N,,, we define gEx( cp) such that 
gC(t, x) =gr:;(@) (3.40) 
(see (2.10) ) and note that 
g,c;(cp) =g,“,(cpr-1 . (3.41) 
Using the properties of the probability measure Ps, equation (3.27) and the definitions 
(3.38) and (3.39) we may compute 
I/ a,(cp+x> t)U’K dv)P,(dx) 
= nts<t1ucp+x, J-- If(cp+x> s, XT Y) 
x (g(cp,- f/Y- +&A,,,) -_g(cp,- +A%-_)) 
x cp(d(s, A Y) )U ‘K +)f’,(dx) 
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+ n{sGtlL(cp+X, s- )f(cp+x, s, x, Y) 
XMcp,- fX- +~(,.L\‘~) -g(cp,- +x,-J) 
xx(d(s, WI )r( T dq)P,(dx) 
= 
111 
nIs~flUcp+x, s-)g:‘~(cp+x)~(d(s,x,))r(ly, G)f’,(dx) 
+ 
flf nis~fJUcp+x> s-)g:,(cp+xh(4s, x))U% dq)f’,Adx) 
= 
II 
dAcp)Q-(s, dv) Wd(s, xl) 
+ 
II 
sfl(cp)Q-(s, dp)rMd(s, x)1 P-a.s. (3.42) 
The use of Fubini’s theorem was justified by (3.36) and (3.37). In a similar way we obtain 
s 
u,(cp+x, f)T(K dq)f’,(dx) 
= 
I 
ni.~<tlg(cp)Q-(s, dv)m,(dsXX), (3.43) 
a,(cp+x, t)r(q, dp))P,(dx) 
=Ilfl 
n~s~t)gccp,-+x.,-)~(cp+X,s-)~f(~+~,~,~,y)-~) 
XH,(s, X, dy)Wd(s, x))U$, dq)f’,ddx) 
+ n~.m~b.,- +x,,-~L~~+~,.~-~~~~~P+x,s~x~Y~-~~ 
XMd(s, x, y))P,(dx)QW, dq) 
+ nbGtkb)f(cp, S, X, Y)Q-(S, ddfh(d(S, 4 Y)> 
- n{sGt)g(&QP(s, dq)m,(dsXX) P-a.s., (3.44) 
where 
f “((~3 s, x) = .f(cp, S, x, y)H/,(s, x, dy) 
According to (2.9) we have 
Qt,x)=f*(@,t,x) f 
Finally we compute (see (3.22) and (3.24) ) 
(3.45) 
+ n(s,<tlg(cp).f “(9, s, x)12-(s> dvh:(d(s, xl) . (3.46) 
where 
m;(d(s, x)) = Il[ 4( (s]) =O]m,(d(s, x)) . (3.47) 
Putting together the equations (3.35), (3.42), (3.43), (3.44) and (3.46) we obtain P- 
almost surely 
g(q)Q(&G) 
nbem.f*(cp, s,x)-llQ-(s,d~)~(d(s,~)) 
n(s~.}g(cp)f*(cp,s,x)Q~(s,d~)mi:(d(s,x)). 
In virtue of (3.30) and (3.3 1 ), we have further 
P(@_E.(F?)= QItrl.) f f  (j, N) P-as. , 
(3.48) 
(3.49) 
(3.50) 
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where we have written N = N,, Y for the sake of brevity. Thus 
~*k,I~4twl = g(cp)Q(t> dp) (3.51) 
defines an unnormalized regular version P * [ . 19 I”] of the conditional expectation on .F, 
with respect to 9,“. Similarly we proceed with “t = t - “. Taking into account (3.40) and 
(3.45) we recognize the result (2.14) in (3.48) for our special choice of g. 
Step 8. We may compute the differential of 1 g( cp) Q ~ (t, dp) in a similar way as we did 
with j g( (p)Q( t, dq) in step 6. We only have to replace 1 (s < t) in the right-hand side of 
(3.46) by 1 (s < t). Taking into account the relations (3.36) and (3.37) we may conclude 
from (3.48) the equation (2.15) as a corollary. 
Corollary 3.5. The function t ++ j g( cp) Q( t, dp), t < T, is P-almost surely chdkg and of 
bounded Llariation. Furthermore 
lim g(cp)Q(s,dv)= g(cp)Q-(t,dp), t<T, P-as. 
strr 1 J 
These statements as well as (3.48) are also true for the constantfunction g = 1. 0 
The last assertion of Corollary 3.5 is due to the fact that the assumptions K(T) < 30 (see 
(3.8) ) and (A3) correspond to (3.10) or (A2), respectively, for the function g = 1. In that 
case the conditions (A 1) and (A2) coincide. Let us further note that we can conclude, with 
the aid of simple monotonicity arguments, that 
Q<t> Nxxr ) >O, Q-(t, Nxxy) >O, t<T, P-as. (3.52) 
(The validity of (3.52) for fixed t is a part of Lemma 3.4.) 
Step 9. In this step we turn to the differential d,E[g( q,) ( Gr]. In view of (3.49), (3.50)) 
the product rule, Corollary 3.5, and (3.52) the latter is equal to 
d,[l s(cp)Q(t, @)I _ Us(cp)Q-Cc dp)ld,Q(t,N) 
Q<tt N) Q-Cl, N)Q(t, N) 
Hence,weconcludewith(3.48) (forgandforg=l), (3.49), (3.50) and(3.52), 
E[g( @,) I %I 
=g(O) + n(s<t) eQ-(s,da)Q(d(s,x)) 
fi Q-(s, dq)m,(d(s, x>) 
g(cp)Lf*(%s,x>-ll ~ 
Q(s> N) 
Q (s, dv)Wd(s, x)> 
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x Q - (s, dq) %d(s, xl 1 
x Q -(s, dphi(d(s, xl 1 , t < T, P-as. (3.53) 
Let us take (t,x)EW+XX with P(((t,x)))>O. Then IJY’: {cp: cp({(t,x)]XY)> 
0) ) = 1 according to (3.24)) and we obtain from (3.27) 
which leads to 
Wd(t, x>) Wd(r, x>> 
Q(f,N) = If *CR t, -x,Q -(t, dp) ’ 
(3.54) 
Thus, the second summand of the right-hand side of (3.53)) for example, is equal to 
where we have further used (3.50)) (3.4 1) and (3.45). From the very definitions and 
(3.22) we have 
Q(l, N) = 
J 
(1 -(~(cp, (1) XXXY))Q-(r, dq) if !P( (t) XX) =O. (3.55) 
In view of (A6) it holds 
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v( {t) XXXY) = I A(t, x, )i)K({tl xd(x, Y)) 
= 
f 
~(~,x)m,(IrJXdr)=~c((tlxX)~ (3.56) 
Also from (A6) we conclude 
Q(f, N) =Q-(t, N) mB(. XX)-a.e. t. (3.57) 
Taking into account (3.40), (3.45), (3.49), (3.50) and (3.54)-( 3.57), the step from 
(3.53) to (2.12) can now be performed by means of simple algebra. 
Step 10. It remains to deal with a general g as considered in Theorem 2.2. The proof can 
follow the lines of Steps 2-9 with a few changes, which we will indicate shortly. First we 
write 
Act, x, y) =f(Z, Z’, @, f, x, y) 
instead of ( 3.1) , wheref’is now a measurable function on S X S ’ X N, x y X w + X X X Y and 
predictable in the third and fourth argument. Therefore, the functions L’ and L (see (3.4) 
and (3.20) ) depend on (Z, Z’), too. Formula (3.19) now appears as 
P((Z, Z’, @f, VT’,) E .1 Q(t) <x) 
= flSl n ((2, z’, PI +x,3 $x) E . JUZ, Z’, (p+/y, t) 
xU+“, dp)Pts(dx)F/,(dW’((z, 23 l d(z, z’)) , 
which implies for t < T ( see (3.30) ) , 
P( (Z, Qr) E . ] TV,) a 
II/ 
n ]z, cPt +x, E W(z, Z’, cp+x, t) 
Xr( 9, dq)P,(dx)P(ZEdz]Z’) P-a.s. (3.58) 
Similar formulae hold for ‘ ‘t = t - “. Suppose that @( T) < m. Using our assumption on the 
function g, it is not difficult to show that the process (g,) is cadlag on [ 0, T] and of bounded 
variation. Furthermore, instead of (3.34) we have 
1 l- 
I 
~(.sE .]d,g, = 
1 
n{s~ .,)ag(Z, CD-, s)ds 
0 0 
T 
+ I n{se .}(g, -g,-)@(dsxXxY) . 
0 
In particular, we obtain from (Al ), (A2), (A4) and (A5), 
El&( <m, El& I<=, t<T. 
(3.59) 
(3.60) 
Now we can proceed as above, and the Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 are proved. 0 
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Remark 3.6. The relation (3.59) implies 
for all bounded { Fr]-predictable processes [ .$,I, where the integrals are finite in view of 
(Al), (A2) and (A4). Thus, we get equation (2.18) where (fit: t,<T} is an (y-,}- 
martingale. This is an (.7,}-semi-martingale representation for (g,). 
4. Discrete mark spaces 
First we want to introduce a model which is seemingly more general than (2.1). For this 
purpose we consider a marked point process @= ( ( T,,, I’,,) ), where the mark space is now 
given by (Y, y). Let Z, Z’ be as in Section 3 and let ,7, = (T(Z, Z’, CD,), t> 0. Let h, be a 
measurable mapping from f]X W’ X Y into (0, I), and h2 a measurable mapping from 
fj(Lx w’ X Y into X. Both, h, and h2, are supposed to be (.F,)-predictable in the first two 
arguments. We put 
to obtain a marked point process with the mark space X. This means that Wcounts all points 
T,, of @ where h, (T,,, Y,,) = 1 and assigns the new mark hz( T,,, Y,,) to them. This model is 
general enough to cover many point processes V which are derived from @. We assume X 
and Y to be at most countable (see Remark 4.3). Let the ( .9’i,}-compensator vof @be given 
by 
v(drX (4‘)) =A(t, y)m(dr) P-a.s., (4.2) 
where (A( t, y) : t > 0) is, for all y E Y, an { .F-,]-predictable process and m is a continuous, 
locally bounded measure on W+. Let g be a measurable function on S X N,X W + such that 
g( z, cp, ) has a first derivative ag( z, cp, ) and a locally bounded second derivative a ‘g( 2, 
cp, ) for all ( z,cp)ESXN,.Weput 
g, =g(Z @C f) 1 (4.3) 
h(f)= c h(j,y) , (4.4) 
\tY 
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and consider the following assumptions on g for a fixed number T> 0: 
(Bl) SE1 I&Z, py,- +6~.~,~,,s)lh(s,y)m(ds)<oo, 
0 
T 
(B3) 
0 
(B4) Elgol <“, 
CBS) E lag(Z, Qj_, s)I ds<m. 
I‘ 
0 
We have: 
Theorem 4.1. Consider a function g as introduced above and assume the conditions (B l)- 
(B5). Let,Y,=a(Z’, W,), t>O. Then 
Ehl~rl =Etgo I~:01 + E[dg(Z, %, s) IF,-1 ds 
0 
Et (d-T q,,- + %~,,,> s) -g.,-)h(s, Y) IF:,-lm(ds> 
+ s n(s<t}~(s,x)~(d(s,x)), t<T, P-as., (4.5) 
where 
&> xl = (E[z(s, x) I g.s- I) - ’ 
x c EM-C @.r- +&.,,,? S) n{h,(~ Yj =xlh,(s, y)Ms, Y> Igs-l 
,, E Y 
-Eke I~.r-lE[~(s, xl IF?,-1 
1 
, (4.6) 
Its, xl = C 1 {hz(s, y) =xlh,(s, y)Us, Y> , (4.7) 
A?(dsX {x)) = F(dsX (x)) -E[l(s, x) jg,-]m(ds) . (4.8) 
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Theorem 4.2. Consider the assumptions of Theorem 4.1. For all t> 0 there exists an 
unnormalized regular L,ersion of the conditional probability on 9, (or F,_ ) with respect 
to Y, (or F?,_ ) such that 
Xh,(s, y)A(s, Y) lL’.‘j-3 Wd(s, x>) 
- s E*[g,_ ]~V_]!P(dsXX) 
0 
+c s E*[g(Z, @,- +8(v)> s>(l-h,(s,y)) ?EY ,~ 
XMs, Y) IF’,- lm(ds) 
- E*[g,_i(s) ]~y,x_]m(ds), t<T, P-a.s. 
v 
Furthermore (2.1_5), (2.16) and (2.17) hold. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2. We consider the marked point process 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
where the mark space is given by XX Y X (0, I}. Then (2. I ) holds with @replaced by @‘, 
Y replaced by YX (0, 11 and A given by Y X ( 1). Furthermore, we have y, = 
ff(Z, Z’, @p:), I> 0. 
Let h be a non-negative measurable function on OX W + XXX Y X (0, 1) that is (.F,}- 
predictable in its first two arguments. Using the definition of the (y$)-compensator v of Qi 
and the properties of h, and h2 we obtain 
E 
s 
h(t, x, y, i)@‘(d(t, x, y. iI) 
=E 
i‘ 
h,(t,y)h(t, b(tr Y), Y, l)dd(t, y>) 
+E (l-h,(t,y))h(t,h2(try)iy,O)v(d(t,y)). 
I 
(4.11) 
In virtue of our assumption (4.2) this yields for the (9,)-compensator V’ of @‘, 
v’(dtX ((x, y, i))) =A’(t, x, y, i)m(dt) P-a.s., (4.12) 
where 
A’(4 x, y, 1) = n (h,(t, Y) =xlh,(t, y)A(t, y) , (4.13) 
A’(& x, y, 0) = n {ML Y) =x1( 1 -h,(t, y))Mt, y) (4.14) 
DefiningameasureonW+XXXYX(O, I} by 
K(dtX ((x, y. i))) =m(dt) , (4.15) 
we recognize the situation of Section 2 with @ ’ instead of @. Now the results follow by a 
straightforward application of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 to the function g’ on S X 
N xx yx (0,, ) X W + satisfying g ‘( Z, @‘, Z) = g( Z, @, t). We omit the numerical details. 0 
Remark 4.3. The countability of X and Y is used in order to obtain an explicit expression 
for the intensity A’ in (4.12). The equation (4.11) is valid in any case. 
Remark 4.4. The random measure fi defined by (4.8) is the differential of the (marked) 
innovation martingale. Therefore (4.5) is a semi-martingale representation of 
(E[ g, ) Y,] : t < 7’). This is in contrast to the situation in Theorem 2.2. 
As we have already pointed out in Section 2, Theorem 4.1 is also a consequence of the 
innovations method of martingale theory. We refer here to Arjas, Haara and Norros ( 1992) 
where one can find Theorem 4.1 for a function g not depending on t but with a possibly 
more general compensator V. 
5. Filtering from the observation of a part of a semi-Markov process 
We consider a jump process ( Y(t) : t > 0) taking values in an at most countable set Y. We 
assume ( Y(t) ) to be right-continuous, to have left-hand limits, and to have finitely many 
jumps in finite intervals. Let T,,, II > 1 be the nth jump of (Y(t) ) and put @= 
( (T,, , Y( 7’,,) , which is a marked point process with mark space Y. With 
Y,=a(Y(s): s<t), t>O, (5.1) 
we have F,= a( Y( 0)) @,) . Let S,,, u > 0, be the last jump time of ( Y(t) ) before IA, i.e., 
S,, = 
{ 
T,, ifT,,,(u<T,,+,forsomen>l, 
0 otherwise 
We assume that the (3,)~compensator v of @ satisties 
v(dtX (y]) =h(S,_, Y(r-), t, y)m(dt) P-a.s., (5.2) 
where A is a (deterministic) function on ( W + X Y)’ such that 
A(s, y, t, y’) =0 if s>r, (5.3) 
and m is a continuous, locally bounded measure on Wt. Consequently, (4.2) holds with 
A(& y) =A(S,- 1 Y(t- >> L Y) . 
The main special case of the model (5.2) is: 
(5.4) 
Example 5.1. (i) Assume that { Y(t) ) is a semi-Markov process with a semi-Markov kernel 
of the form Q,,,,,( dt) = qV,,,( t)m( dt), (y’, y) E Y2. Then (5.2) holds with 
A(& y’, t, y) = ll{.s<t) 
q,,(t-s) 
QJ [t-s, x) 1 ’ (5.5) 
where Q,,(dt) = C,Q,.,.(dt). 
(ii) A special case of (i) arises if (Y(t) ) is a (homogeneous) Markov chain with 
intensities r(y’, y), (y’, y) E Y2. Then we have m( dt) = dr and (5.5) takes the form 
A(.& I”, I, y) = n{s<t] n (y’ZyJr(y’, y) . (5.6) 
In order to describe the ‘observed part’ of { Y(t) } we consider two measurable functions 
h, and h, from ( W+ X Y)’ into (0, I), and into a countable set X, respectively. Then let P 
be the marked point process with mark space X given by 
v= c n{T,,<alh,(T,,-,, Y(T,,-,), r,,, Y(T,,))6 ~7,,,hr(T,, ~I.Y(T,,-,).T,,,Y(T,,)), 3 
,12 I 
(5.7) 
where T,, = 0. Obviously, equation (4.1) applies with 
h,(f, y) =h;(S,_, Y(r-), t,y), i= 1, 2. (5.8) 
In addition to P we consider a random element Z’ of some measurable space that is 
measurable with respect to (T( Y( 0) ) and set 
?,=o(Z’, P,), .F,_ =a(Z’, P,_, (5.9) 
We illustrate equation (5.7) by some examples. 
Example 5.2. ( i) Let H c Y’ be a set and let 
h,(s, y, t, .0 = JNy, Y’) EHI (5.10) 
Then qcounts all those points where (Y(t) ) jumps “within H”. 
(ii) Let h be a function from Y into X and put 
h, 0, y, t, y’) = n (h(p) oh I , (5.11) 
h2(S, J, t, y’) =h(y’) , (5.12) 
Z’=h( Y(0)) . (5.13) 
(Equation (5.11) is a special case of (5.10) with H= ((y, 4“): h(y) #h(y’)).) Then we 
have 
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LF, =a(h( Y(s)): s<r) , 
i.e., we observe a function of the process ( Y(t) ). 
(iii) LetKcYbeasetandlet 
h,(s, y, t, Y’) = n {Y’EKI 
This is again a special case of (5.10) with H = Y X K. 
We assume in this section 
i(s)m(ds) -COO, T>O , 
0 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
(5.16) 
where (see (5.4)) Aisgivenby 
h(t)=h(S,_, Y(f-),t)= c h(t,y). (5.17) 
?EY 
This is assumption (B3) of Section 4, which is equivalent to 
E@( (0, 7’1 x Y) <m, 7-2 0 . (5.18) 
We do not want to recall here the general results of Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2. Rather, 
we want to apply Theorem 5.2 to a special function g. We write 
V=((r,,, &J)np,. (5.19) 
and put r. = 0. 
Theorem 5.3. Under the assumptions of this section there exists, for all t>O, an unnor- 
malized regular version P* [ . ) F:,] of the conditional probability on F”, with respect to F?r 
that satisfies 
P*[S,Eds, Y(t) =yJFT] 
= A,(Y)&T,, t, y)&(ds) 
+ n(r,, <s<t)p(s, y)B(s, t, y)m(ds) if 7, <t<T,,+,, n>O, (5.20) 
where (p( t, y) : t > 0)) for all y E Y, is a measurable (F:,) adapted process, 
my(o) =Y 1-w ifn=O, 
C j- n{h,(T,-,>y’, 7,,, Y) =&Ih,(rn-,r Y’, r,, Y) 
>‘EY 
A,(Y) = ( Xf(T,-,, Y’, r,,, Y)&,(Y’) (5.21) 
76 
+c I n{h,(s, Y', ~,a, Y) = 6, Jh,(s> Y'> T,,, Y) .,,‘F Y 
=n- I 
X./Is, y’, T,, y>P(s, y’)m(ds) if n> 1 , 
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I 
B(s, t,y)= il{.sGr)exp h(.~ Y, u)m(du) , 1 
f(& Y'> t, Y) =A(s, y’, t, y)B(s, r, $1 . 
(5.22) 
(5.23) 
Moreoller. it holds 
P(s>Y)= c I P(u, Y')( 1 -h,(u, Y', .T, Y) Mu> Y', $3 y)m(du) ?'EY 
771 
+ C A,,(y’)(l-h,(7,>y’, s,Y))~(~,,,Y', S>Y) 3 
V'EY 
m-a.e. sE(7,,, T,+,), rzZEZ+ (5.24) 
Proof. In view of (5.16) there exist unnormalized regular versions of conditional proba- 
bilities as in Theorem 4.2 (applied with Z= Y(0) ) which satisfy (4.9) simultaneously for 
all bounded g that are independent of the last argument t. We write 
p,*(d(.c Y>) =P*[(S,, Y(t)) Ed(s, Y) l~vrl > 
p,*_(d(s,y))=f’*[(.L_, Y(t->>Ed(.cy)lZ,-1. 
First we want to prove a representation 
pl*(dsX 1~1) =q*(t, Y)&,,(dd) + n{r,, <s<tlp*(t, S, Y)m(ds) , 
(5.25) 
7,,Qt<7,,+,, nEZ+, (5.26) 
for some non-negative measurable function 9 * and p * to be investigated later. To show 
this, we have to go back to the definition of E” [ 1 F,] in Section 3 (cf. e.g. (3.58) ) which 
gives 
p*[(&, Y(t)) E. l~vrl 
= 1 My> CPI +xt) E . I 
XUY, P+X, t)T(% dv)Q(dx)QY(O) EdylZ’) 3 (5.27) 
where the arguments cp and X are elements of N,,, X’=XXYX(O, I), (see theproofof 
Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2) and Q is the distribution of a marked Poisson process with 
an intensity measure J such that J( XX’) and m are equivalent. For y EX and cp= 
((G, &, Y,,, i,,) ) E Nxs, we have used the definition 
if cp=O, 
ift,,<mandt,,+,=m, (5.28) 
some fixed value otherwise . 
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Let a < t and let QU and Q”” be distributions of marked Poisson processes whose intensity 
measures are given by the restrictions of J to (0, a] XX’ and (a, t] XX’, respectively. Then 
I 
n{xr~.lQ(dx)= I 
il{x’+x2~ .]Q”(dX,)Q’J~‘(dX,) (5.29) 
Let us suppose F( (a, t] XX) = 0. Now, for a = r,,, n E 27 +, we derive from (5.27), (5.29) 
and Lemma 3.3, 
p*[(L Y(t)> E * I9,l 
= 
lllf 
~~~~_Y~cp,+X’+X2~~~l~~Y~(Prr+X’+X2~~~ 
x nI(~=(p,)r(F d~)Q”(dx’)Q”.‘(dx2)P(Y(0)~dyJZ’) 
= Q”.r( (0) ) 
111 
n ]a, h2(Y? PC, +x’)) E IUY, 9, +x17 t) 
X nIcp=cp,,lr(T d~)Q”(dx’)P(Y(O)EdylZ’) 
+ 
1111 
nwy, x2)~ ~uux2~~a, tl ~xww~, ‘Pn+XI+X2, t) 
X ni~=cp,lr(‘E dp)Q”(dx’)Q”~‘(dx2) 
xP(Y(0) EdY]Z’) , (5.30) 
where h2(y, cp) is the second component of h(y, cp) . The first summand of the right-hand 
side of (5.30) motivates the definition 
q;(t. Y) =Q’l~r({o,, nwcy’, qc, +x9 =y~~(~', CP,, +xI, 6 
X n icp= (PC, In F dp)Q”(dx’) 
xP( Y(0) Edy’(Z’) , 
where the latter random variable is yf-measurable. The second summand is equal to zero 
for a = t. For a < t it is absolutely continuous with respect to m”.‘Omd, where mrr,’ is the 
restriction of m to (a, t] and m“ is the counting measure on Y. (This is well-known and can 
easily be established.) As long as t < T,, + I we may define p,: ( t, , . ) as the corresponding 
density. Finally, we let 
P*(t, &Y) = c n{T,, <t<7,,+1 lp,T(t, &Y) * 
,I>,, 
The existence of a version of p* that is measurable in all its arguments is standard. Let 
‘pe cp’ be the measurable mapping from NY to Nx satisfying F= @’ (see (5.7)) and let 
rr,,( cp’) be the nth atom of cp’( XX) in case it is finite or ~0 otherwise. Note that 
(c~~)‘=(cp’),forallt~W+.Nowweapply(4,9)withZ=Y(O)toafunctiongoftheform 
g(y’, cp, t) = n]Vn((p’) =+w, cp) G.~, h26’, cp) =y] , 
where h ’ is the first component of h and (y, ~1) E Y X W + is fixed. For this we use (2.17) 
(for ‘ ‘t = t - ” ), which yields for example 
E*[ rl((7,, <s,_ <L’, Y(r-) =y]h(t) Ig’,-] 
= n(7,,<~G~‘]h(u,y, r)pr*_(dux(y}) , 
since T,, is a (??,J-stopping time. Assume that T,, < ~3 < T,,+ ,. Taking into account 
h(Y(O), @,)=(S,, Y(r)), (5.26) and (2.16), weobtainforalltwith L:<<<T,,+,, 
= c ](I -h,(7,,, Y’> s, Y))A(7,,, Y', s, y)q*(s,y’)m(ds) 
.V'EY 
73, 
+C I( (1 -h,(u, Y’, s, y))A(u, .f, s, Y>P*(K u, y’)m(du)m(ds) V'EY 
T,i T,, 
-II n(s<t]n{7,, <u<~~)n{~<.r}h(u,y, s)p*(s, u,y)nz(du)m(ds). 
(5.31) 
This shows that 
p*ct> r’~2’)= c q*(L’,y’)(l-h,(r,,,y’, L',)J))A(T,,,y', L’,y) 
v'tY 
+C I p*(‘l> u,y’)(l--,(~,4.‘, u,y))h(u,y’, r’.y)m(du) ? ’ E y T,I 
- 
( 
h(u, y, s)p*(s, L’, y)m(ds) 
tn-a.e. ~7 with r,, <I! < T,,+ , (5.32) 
Now we consider (5.32) as a function of t, II,< t < T,~ + , Due to (5.16) we may assume 
h(r, y, s)m(ds) <x 
0 
for all (11, y) E W + X Y. In virtue of the exponential formula we conclude 
p*(L L’, Y) = P(t>, Y)B(L’, f, Y) 
(5.33) 
m-a.e. L‘ with T,, < 1’ <I, r,, < t < T,, + , , (5.34) 
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where P(u, y) =p*( U, U, y). In order to determine q* and to reveal (5.24) we have to 
apply (4.9) to a function g of the form 
g(y’, cp,f) = n Ih( Y’? cp) =(~n(d,Y)l 
Assume that r,, < t < r, + , . Taking into account (2.16), (2.17), (5.3), (5.26) and the 
continuity of m we obtain from (4.9)) 
q*(tt Y) =4(y) - 
f 
h(~,,, Y, s)q*(s, Y) ds > 
A,(y) =P( Y(0) = Y(Z) 
and, if n> 1, 
A,(Y) =P(Y(O) =YI-W 
+ IS n(s=T,}n(h2(u,Y',s,Y)=xJh,(u,Y',s,Y) 
x A( u, y'. s, y)p,:- (d(u, Y'> > p’(d(s> x> 1 
- ~~~=~,,IP.~-C_(~~~)X(.YI)~‘(~~XX). (5.35) 
In virtue of the exponential formula we obtain 
q*(f,y)=A,(yM~,,> t,y), ~,,<f<Tn+, . (5.36) 
Inserting (5.34) and (5.36) into (5.32) for t= u we arrive at equation (5.24). It remains 
to compute A,(y). It follows from (5.26), (5.34) and (5.36) that 
P:(dsX 1~1) =A,(Y)B(~,,, t, y)&,,(ds) 
+ n{~,, <sGt)p(&y)B(s, t,y)m(ds), 7, <t<T,,+, 
On account of (2.15) this yields 
~~~(d(u,y’))=A,-,(y’)B(~,,-,, Tn>y’)&,_,(du) 
f n{T,-, <u<T,)p(u,Y’)~(u, ~,,,y’)m(du) 
Inserting the latter two relations into (5.35), we get (5.21) and the theorem is proved. 0 
Remark 5.4. The functions B and f introduced via (5.22) or (5.23)) respectively, have the 
following meaning: 
P(T ,,+, >tlFT,,>=B(Tn, t, Y(T,)) P-as., 
P(Tn+, Ed& UT,,+,) =ylLFrJ =f(T,,, Y(T,,), t, y)m(dr) P-a.s. (5.37) 
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In particular it holds in case of Example 5.1 (i) , 
B(s,t,y)=Q,,((t-s,~)), 
f(& y’, t, y) = n]S<tlq,!.,.(t-S) . 
Remark 5.5. Theorem 5.3 implies that the conditional distribution P[ (S,, Y(t)) E 
. ( Z,] can be calculated in terms of P( Y( 0) E . (2’) and a solution a of the equation (5.24). 
If &(s, y, t, y’) (i = 1, 2) and h(s, y, t, y’) depend on (y, y’, t-s), only, as is the case in 
the Examples 6.1 and 6.2, then (5.24) is an (unnormalized) Markov renewal equation (cf. 
Asmussen, 1987). 
Remark 5.6. Consider the particular case h, = 0 leading to q= 0 and assume Z’ = Y( 0). 
Then we have Fr= a( Y(0) ) and it follows from the definitions that P*( . ( Fr) = 
P( . ] Y( 0) ). Since 7, = x, the equation (5.20) takes the form 
P(S, Eds, Y(t) =y] Y(0)) = R { Y(0) =yJB(O, t, y)S,,(ds) 
+ n(O<s,<t)p(s,y)B(s, t,y)m(ds) . (5.38) 
In order to identify the function p, we define inductively 
f “‘(Y,,, s. 4‘) =f(O, yo, $9 Y) 3 
f(u, y’, s, y)f (")(Y', II, _y)m(du) 7 
h(y,,, s, Y) = c f (‘l)(Yo1 s> Y) . 
,l> I 
Then we derive from (5.37) that 
E[@(dtX(y})]Y(O)]=h(Y(O), t,y)m(dt) P-a.s. 
By the definitions we have 
h(y,,, s, y) =f(o, yo, s, Y) + C j- h(y,,, u, Y’Y(u, Y’> s, y)m(du) 
” ’ t Y 
il 
Assuming the functionf( 0, yo, . , y) to be bounded on finite intervals uniformly in y E Y 
and for all y0 E Y, we conclude from (5.24) the equation p(s, y) = h( Y( 0), s, y) (cf. 
Asmussen, 1987). In particular, (5.38) yields the well-knownexpression forthe distribution 
of the backward-recurrence time in case of a semi-Markov process or of a delayed semi- 
Markov process, where (5.5) is valid for s > 0, only. 
We should note here that in case of Example 6.1 and for certain choices of h, and h2, the 
process P corresponds again to a semi-Markov process. This is, for example, true if h, is 
given by (5.15) and h2( s, y, t, y ‘) =y ’ (cf. Cinlar, 1969). The corresponding semi-Markov 
kernel is then explicitly known. Lots of applications of this idea are given in Hunter ( 1983- 
85). In our general situation we may determine the distribution of V, too. Once given the 
kernel (5.20)) we may compute the (~3,) -compensator of F. (We omit the details here.) 
For the latter and other interesting applications of filtering results we refer to Bremaud 
(1981) and Walrand (1988). 
In case the stochastic intensity h depends not on the last jumptime of the process ( Y(t) ) 
but only on the actual value of the process, the latter process is an inhomogeneous Markov 
chain. Then it is plausible to ask for the conditional distribution P( Y(t) E . ( F,) directly. 
Theorem 5.7. Assume that hi(s, y, t, y’) = hi(y, t, y’) (i= 1, 2) and h(s, y, t, y’) = 
h(y, t, y’) do not depend on the first arguments. Then it holds P-almost surely 
fYY(t) =.Yl,F,) =p::(y)/ c p:w > (5.39) 
\.)E Y 
where (p,*(y) ), is for all y E Y a (.Y,] -adapted non-negatire ctidldg process satisjjkg 
p,*(y) =P(Y(O) =ylZ’) 
+c I n {s< t] n {h2(y’, .s, y) ‘Xl \‘GY 
Xh,ty’, s, y)A(y’, s, y)p,*- (y’)Wd(s, xl 1 
- J‘ PC;_y)WdsxX) 
0 
+c I (1 -h,ty’, s, y))A(y’, s, y)pT(y’)mtds) v’tY ” 
- i(y, s)pF(y)m(ds) . 0 
0 
(5.40) 
The proof of Theorem 5.7 is a straightforward application of Theorem 4.2 and will be 
omitted. Special versions of Theorem 5.7 (as well as of the corresponding application of 
Theorem 4.1) have been known for a long time. Let us suppose that ( Y(t) } is a homogeneous 
Markov chain. In the case of Example 5.2(ii), equation (5.40) was proved by Rudemo 
( 1973). In the case of Example 5.2(i) and card X = I, equation (5.40) can also be found 
in Walrand ( 1988). We leave it to the reader to write out the explicit solution of (5.40) in 
the case when hi(y, t, y ‘) (i = 1, 2) do not depend upon t. 
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